INTRODUCTION
THIS paper is a continuation of our earlier "Actions of Compact Lie Groups on Aspherical Manifolds" [3] . Our emphasis here is shifted away from aspherical manifolds. We find that a satisfactory hypothesis about the action (T', X) is the requirement that at each x E X the map f" : T' -+ X given byf"(t) = tx induce a monomorphism f*" : q(Tk, 1) -+ OCR (X, x).
We call such an action injectioe. If X happens to be a closed aspherical manifold then any effective action of a toral group will satisfy the hypothesis.
Let us explain one of our principal results in terms of circle group actions. Suppose (S', X) is a circle group acting on a space for which H,(X; Z) is finitely generated. If
f .' : S' -+ X induces a monomorphism f,' : H,(S' ; Z) + H,(X; Z) then for a suitable value
of II > 0 X can be fibred over S' with structure group Z, . We go on to show that the condition is equivalent to the existence of a weighted map on (S', X); that is, a map g : X-, S' which for some integer II > 0 satisfies the identity g(fx) = t"g(x). This is meant to be the generalization of weighted homogeneous polynomials.
It turns out that all weighted maps of least positive weight are fibrations of X over S' with structure group Z,, .
All injective actions can be lifted to the covering space associated with im(f,"). Here we show the action "splits".
Corresponding to this splitting there is a properly discontinuous action (Y, N) of N = n,(M)/im(f*") on a simply connected space Y with Y/N = X/Tk. The injective actions which yield the same (Y, N) action can be described by certain elements of H*(N; Zk). We show that (Tk, X) fibers (equivariantly) over Tk if and only if this cohomology class has finite order.
We apply some of these results to flat manifolds and discuss some of the elementary bordism properties of manifolds admitting toral actions without fixed points in the last section.
The present paper provides a new viewpoint for the classification of S'-actions on 3 manifolds [lo] . In addition our fibering theorems apply directly to the study ofthe Brieskorn examples [7] . We expect to discuss these topics later.
Our space X is always assumed to be paracompact, path connected and locally path connected and either (1) locally compact and semi l-connected, or (2) has the homotopy type of the CW-complex.
t Both authors were supported in part by the National Science Foundation. then the resulting set of equivalence classes is in one-to-one correspondence with the normal subgroups K c n for which im(cc) n K = {e}.
Since I$ : n --) L is an epimorphism we see that im(a,) is still a central subgroup of L, thus we may define H c 7c to be the kernel of the induced homomorphism TI-+ L/im(z,).
2.1 LEMMA. The normal subgroup H is canonically isomorphic to the direct product Zk x K, where Kc 7c is the kernel of I#I : n + L.
An element k E TI lies in H if and only if there is a t E Zk for which cr#(t) = 4(h) EL.
The element t is unique since u# is a monomorphism, thus we may introduce an epimorphism j : H + Zk by the formula ~1~ P(h) = 4(h). Of course P(E(t)) = t and K is also the kernel of P. Next we define Q : H + K by Q(/z) = h (arP(h-I) ). Using the fact that im(E) is a central subgroup, it follows that Q is also an epimorphism with kernel im(oc) and furthermore
A factor (L, 4) is said to be abelian if and only if L is a free abelian group of rank k. These abelian factors play a role in our later fibration theorem. For now we shall prove 2.2 LEMMA. If nl[n, n] is finitely generated, then 0 + Zk + 7c + N -P 1 admits an abeZian factor ifand onfy ifim(a) n [x, x] = {e}.
Let us argue this as follows. Suppose that B c A denotes a subgroup of a finitely generated free abelian group. Consider v : A + A/B, which we express as a direct sum F @ D where F is a finite group and D is free abelian with rank(d) -rank(B) = rank(D). Let v-'(F) = C, then B c C and A/C N D so that C is a direct summand of A with rank(C) = rank(B). This establishes sufficiency if n/[n, z] is a finitely generated free abelian group.
More generally, let B c A be a free abelian subgroup of a finitely generated abelian group. By factoring out the torsion subgroup of A and applying the above considerations to the image of B we find a direct summand C' c A with B c C' and rank(B) = rank(C'). If p : A + C denotes a projection of A onto the free part of C', then p 1 B + C is a monomorphism since B has no elements of finite order and rank(B) = rank(C). This establishes sufficiency in general, while the necessity is trivial.
Remark.
We may weaken the assumption on our extension by only requiring tha l+G&j&iV+l is an exact sequence. That is, we do not assume that G is a central subgroup but just a normal subgroup. If (L, 4) is a factor of this extension then
is a split exact sequence, Of course here im(x,) is normal. The onto map Q is not, in general, a homomorphism.
The Lemma 2.2 remains valid in this context. We would now like to discuss thefinite generation of K in this setting. This result is not needed for our fibering theorems but it sheds light on certain 3-dimensional examples and the obstructions to fibering a manifold over a torus. The argument is similar to one employed in Satz 7 of [8] . It is not difficult to adopt the first part of their theorem to the situation here. We omit the details. 
ACTIONS
An action of a toral group (T", X) is injectiue if and only if at each x E X the map f" : Tk -+ X given by f"(t) = ?X induces a monomorphism f*" : n,(Tk, 1) + ZI, (X, x) . It is readily seen that in an injective action the isotropy subgroups are all finite.
A factor (L, 4) of the injection action (Tk, X) is simply a factor of the associated central extension 0+Z"=+7r1(X,x)+N-+1.
An important factor to keep in mind is (nt(X, x), identity map).
If (Tk, X) is an injective action so that (T', X) is equivariantly homeomorphic to (T', Tk x Y) with the latter action just left translation on the first factor and trivial on the Y factor we say tlte action (Tk, X) splits.
In [3; $41 we defined the lzyting of actions of pathwise connected groups G to covering spacer; B,, for which H contains im(f,"), where f," : x,(G, e) -+ n1 (X. x).
and BH is the covering space of X corresponding to the subgroup H. If H is normal the lifted action (G, B,,) covering (G, X) commutes with the covering transformations n, (X, x)/H. In particular, every injective action splits on Bi,c/+r,, and B,,,,r/.VJ /Tk is simply connected. This is our extension of [3; 7.31 in the present context.
The proof is by induction on k and so we begin with T' = S'. If w E n,(S*) 2 Z is the usual generator, then f*"(w) is represented by exp(2nit)x. Let us lift the action (S', X)
to BH based at b, (b, is the point in B,, corresponding to the trivial path at _Y).
LEMMA. The cocering action (S', BH) is free.
First we claim that the orbit through b, has trivial stability group. Clearly, febo(~) = exp(2nit)be projects onto f*"(w). Furthermore, f*bo(W) yields the generator of im(f*").
Suppose that n is the largest integer 2 1 so that exp(2nit/n)b0 is a closed loop, 0 I t I 1. Thenf,b"(w)
= n exp(2nit/rr)b,. In other words, in H = Z x K, the generator of the Z-factor is divisible by II which is impossible if nf 1. The impossibility follows from the naturality of the splitting of H. For, the splitting isomorphism is given by (
Now suppose y is any point in X and b is any point in B,, over 4'. Let p(t) be a path from b, to 6. This yields a path from x to y. We are interested in describing the
This covers the loop (exp(2rrit))y. Let m be the largest integer 2 1 such that (exp(2nitlm))b is a closed loop at 6. (This projects to a loop at JJ,) The path
Furthermore, m times this loop is homotopic to p-1 0 exp(2nit)b 0 p which is homotopic to exp(2nit)b,, by [3; 4.11. Thus, once again, there is an element of H which is an mth root of the generator imf*" which is impossible unless m = 1. We have shown that the action (S', BH) is principal. Next, we apply induction.
LEMMA. The covering action (T', B,,) is free.
We have proved 3.3 in the case k = 1. Let us assume that we have established the femma for all i I k -1 and suppose that we are given an injective action (TL, X) together with a normal subgroup K of x,(X, x) with im(f*") n K = {e}. Let Tk-' be any summand of Tkand letg" : Tk-' + X be the restriction off, x to Tk-'. We have im(f*q = im(g*") x Z.
We have the factor (,5,+) with kernel K. The factor is also a factor with respect to the subgroups im(g,") and
we have the action (T' x Tk-', BH). The action (T'-', BH) is free since
we can choose kernel Z x K for the factor T( -+ L/Z. The action (T', B,,) is free since we can choose the factor TC --t L/im(g*"). Thus the action (Tk, B,) is free.
To complete the proof of the theorem we show that the principal fibering We use the maps g : Y -+ Tk to produce this fibering. We regard (Z,)" E Tk as the k-fold direct product of the cyclic group of nth roots with itself.
In T" x Y we introduce the subset c = ((5, I') 1 s'g(y) = I ).
Clearly if ,i E (Z,)" and (r, y) E C, then (Jr, y) E C. Thus we have a principal left action ((Z,)", C) exhibiting Y as a quotient of C. At the same time C is invariant under (Tk x Y, n,/H) for since g(y)g(ya)-' = m(y, a)" we have r"ll~(y, sc)"g(yr) = r"g(y) = 1
and FRANK RAYMOND provided that (T. y) E C. Thus we ha\,e ((ZJk, C, i; ,/H). Put tt' = C,/(ir,/H) to obtain an induced action ((Z,,)", W). Actually W is going to be our fibre.
Denote by ((5, v) ) E CI/ the equivalence class of (T, y) under the action of x,/H on C.
Let x : Tk x Y -+ X be the x,/H orbit map. Define now a Tk-equivariant map
by G(t, ((5, y)))= rc(tr, J,)= tTn(l, J). This is well defined since n(fTf??(J, z), p) = trn(l, J)
also. Now suppose there is a (to, ((rO, _I.~))) with G(r,, ((T,, , yO))) = n(f, r,, , j.O) = n(tr, v) = G(t, ((T, r))). There is then an 9 E x,/H with
Now t" = t"?'~(y, r)"g(yr) and I," = tonso"g(~o) = t,"r,"g(l:sc). Therefore t," = t" and there is a i E (Z,,)' for which i.r, = f, while i.rn?(j., y) = TV. That is, (ti.-', ((Lr, y))) = (to, ((rO, P)~))), so if (Z,)" acts on Tk x W by j.(t, ((5, ~1))) = (tj.-', ((is, J))) then G induces a Tk-equivariant homeomorphism of (Tk x W')/(ZJk with X. But (t, ((T, _v))) --+ t" E T" is the fibration of (Tk x W)/(ZJk over Tk with fibre CV and structure group (Z,)'. Unfortunately the construction of the fibration is not entirely canonical for at the outset we had to choose a map g : Y + Tk such that g(y)g(yg)-' = M(J., a)". Altering the map g will even change the homotopy type of the fibre. According to (2.2) the action (T", X), which is certainly injective, admits an abelian faCtOr x,(X, x) -+ Z' so that x,/H 2: Z"/im(f#") IS a finite group. We may then apply 4.1.
TtIEoREhl. Let (T', X) be arr action on a sprrceftir whicll H,(X: Z) isfinitely gener-
ated. Iff* : H L ( Tk ; Z) -+ H L (X ; Z) is
$5. WEIGHTED hIAPS
In this section we describe a convenient way of recognizing when an injective action (Tk, X) fibers over T".
5.1. First we recall some standard material on slices, see [l; Chap. VIII andChap.XII]. Let H be a closed subgroup of the compact Lie group G and S be an H-slice in the G-space Y. Then the G-image G(S) of the slice in the total space of a fiber bundle over G/H with fiber S and structure group H. (We have altered standard bundle terminology slightly in describing this structure group since H does not necessarily act effectively on S.)
In terms of the usual diagram we have:
SC
GxS----+ G
G(S)/G = S/H -G(S) = G x S -GIH H
The bundle (G(S), G/H, S, H) is the associated bundle to the principal is an H-slice in X, and the equivariunt map f: G(f-l(S)) = X -+ G/H is a fiber bundle map MYtlljiberf -' (S) and structure group H.
We shall interpret section 4 in this context now. Let G = Tk, H a finite subgroup and consequently G/H is again a torus. We saw in $4 t/re rrrap is also a torus we can write this action simply as (t, T) -+ t"T .)
5.2 Definition. Let (Tk, X) be a toral action and {n} = (n,, n2, . . . , flk) a k-tuple of integers. We say that f is a weigflted map of weight {n) if f: (T', X) ---f (Tk, T'/Z,, x . . .
x Z,,) is a Tk-equivariant map. In terms of coordinates this says that f((tr, . . , fk)(,Y)) = (fl"') t2-, . . . ) t~~)f(x) = (fly;(X), . , . ( t,"y+)).
In other words the coordinate functions are ni weighted maps in terms of the circle factors.
Let us denote the set of weighted maps of weight {n) by E,,, . Suppose f E IT,,,, and g E Et,,, , then fg-' E EC,,-,,,,, . Thus Et,, = Et,, oj.. , o), which can be identified with the abelian group Maps(X/T", Tk), acts transitively on E,,, , if E,,, # 4. In fact each Et,,, is in 1 : 1 correspondence with Etoi.
Let us suppose that H,(X, Z) is finitely generated. Thus, we obtain an equivariant fibering with finite abelian structure group (a subgroup of Tk) if and only iff", is a monomorphism.
If g E Et,,, , ni > 0, then there is an .K so that g(x) = 1. The composite map g of" : Tk -+ T' is a map of form t -+ t 011 of degree {RI.
Iff*.' is a monomorphism apply 4.3 and obtain a fibering with g E EC,,) .
The weighted map g E E,,, obtained from 4.3 has the special form {n) = (n, n, . . . , n).
For a given g E E,,, the numbers {n} may not be "minimal". This will mean that the slice g-'(S), that is the fiber, will not be connected. However, we can lift the map g to a covering torus 'Tk so that the lifted weighted map G satisfies
G, : 71, (X) -+ rrI ('T')
is an epimorphism. Thus the fiber can be chosen connected.
(We can do this in such a way that we get a new map G : X -+ Tk/(Z,I x Z,,, x . '. x .Z,,)
where each Z,,,i is a subgroup of Z,i. Let g E E,,, and write it in terms of coordinates 9 = (s, 2 . . . , Sk). If im(g,. : rrr(X) + ~r(S'/Z,,)) = I,Z, then we shall prove that there is a
P.E.CONNER and FRANK RAYMOND map of weight n,/l,. Choose a map, by covering space theory G, : X -+ S'/Z,! with (G,(.Y))[' = g,(s). Let l,m, = nI and introduce a map of S' x X+ S'/Z,,, by (t, x) --) t-'"! G,(rx)G,(x)-'.
Noting that f-""'G,(tx)"G(s)-'I = t-"I g,(t.u)g(x-' = 1, we conclude, since S' x X is connected, that t-*'G,(t.r)G,(.r)-' is constant and equal to a I,-th root of unity. By taking t = 1 we see that this root is 1, so tern' G,(tx)G,(x)-' = 1, and G, is a map of weight m,.
Continuing with each factor we obtain Z,,,! x .. .xZ,,,, E Z,, x ... x Z,, and a map G = (G,, . . . , GJ E E,,,, . . . , ,,,i,. The homomorphism G, : x,(X, _Y) + nl(Tk/(Z,, x ... X Z,,,), 1) is now onto.)
Finally corresponding to an equivariant map (Tk, X)-% (T', Tk/C-i) we can find a weighted map. We alter T' of (Tk, X) by an automorphism so that g is weighted.
(Of coursethe new action on X is only equivalent to the old one up to an automorphism of T'.) However, we may go back to the original action by now invoking 5.3. Notice that the variety V, the unit sphere S*"-', and S*"-' -V are invariant. Let
That is, the mapf: (S', S2"-' -V) -+ (S', S') is equivariant. The action (S', S') is defined by (t, T) -+ tcT. 7-h f-'(S')
= Szn--V, the complement of the variet)l, fibers over the circle S'/Z,, with fiber f -'{l], and structure group Z,. This is a special case of IMilnor's fibering theorem.
A preliminary version of this section did not use slices. The tying in of weighted maps with slices was suggested to LIS by A. G. Wasserman. We are now going to obtain a condition that guarantees every element of H'(N; Z") will have finite order. If (T', X) is an injective action on an aspherical n-manifold then there is a splitting action (T', Bi,rl*x), N) = (Tk, T' x Y, N) where Y is a contractible (n -k)-cohomology manifold over Z.
Let us now assume that (Y, N) is a properly discontinuous action on an acyclic separable metric finite dimensional space with a finite number of orbit types. The latter holds if Y/N is compact, for example. It is easy to see that every S' action on a 3-manifold X yields a 2 manifold for orbit space. The surface X/S' is compact if and only if X is compact. If X is with boundary then X/S' has boundary.
Assume a finite number of orbit types, no fixed points, and X/S' is not S' or P, . Then 6.4 COROLLARY. (S', X) is injective and X is aspherical. Furthermore it fibers over S' unless X/S' is a closed orientable surface.
From this it also easily follows, that the only time (S', X) is not injective is when xi(X)
is finite and X is closed. In this case the space X is one of the well known spaces covered by the 3-sphere, cJ [S and lo] . is equivariant. The lower map is the fibering. Thus every compact flat n-dimensional Riemmanian manifold with k = rank H,(M"; Z) admits an injective T'-action which fibers over the k-torus. The structure group Facts as a group of isometries over Mnek. The converse is also true (see [13; Chapter 31) . It is known that every compact flat n-manifold has fundamental group of the form
O-+Z"-*n-+F-+l
where F is a finite group and Z" is a maximal abelian normal subgroup.
There is a topological form of this theorem. has finite order and we apply 6.1.
As we mentioned before any effective action of a connected Lie group on a closed aspherical manifold must be an injective toral action. On the other hand, according to a preprint of A. Vasquez, On flat Riemannian manifolds, the existence of a normal abelian subgroup of rank n in a closed aspherical manifold of dimension n is equivalent to xl(X) being a Bieberbach group. Hence, X would have the homotopy type of a flat manifold.
Observe here that if X is smooth then BA has the homotopy type of a torus and hence is a topological torus except possibly (n, k) = (4, 1). If there exists an effective smooth (T', BAs) where BAS ' IS a non-standard torus then BAs/T2 is a smooth homotopy 3-torus which contains a contractible 3 manifold which is not a 3-cell contradicting the Poincart conjecture. If (T', BA5) exists then there are non-standard homotopy smooth 4-dimensional tori.
We now turn our attention to some of the general bordism properties that manifolds admitting injective actions must satisfy. What we have to offer are some rather elementary proofs of known results in the differentiable case [2] and some topological extensions of these results. We also make an application to the bounding probiem for flat manifolds. In order to deduce these results it seems useful to use the language of cohomology manifolds.
The key observation is the following. For the proof we use the fact that if a finite group Facts on an orientable cohomology manifold and preserves the orientation then X/F is an orientable cohomology manifold over K provided the order of F is not divisible by the characteristic of K, [9; Th. I]. Let C' be a S,'-slice at x E X, and consider the following diagrem
S.Y' which we can embed equivariantly into
The space U x D2 can be identified with the mapping cylinder of the orbit map p
S .s'
restricted to the open invariant set S'(U). This amounts to " filling in" each orbit by a disk and extending the S' action on the boundary (the orbit) to the entire disk. We apply the result quoted above to U -+ U/S, ' and U x D' -+ iJ x D2 to obtain the desired result S XI locally.
Remarks. If (S', X) has a locally finite orbit. structure and characteristic K = 0 fnen M(p) and X/S' are orientable cohomology manifolds over K. Of course this would be guaranteed if X were an orientable cohomology manifold over the integers Z. The lemma is not true in the non-orientable case; also there is a fairly obvious generalization to manifolds with boundary.
Finally if the action is assumed free and X is a topological manifold, "filling in the orbits" yields a topological manifold with boundury while X/S' may fail to be a manifold unless Xis smooth and the action is smooth . For the proof one needs only to choose a circle subgroup which acts without fixed points and construct the rational cohomology manifold M(p) described above.
We may make several observations concerning X and M(y). If X is also a cohomology manifold over Zz and all the stability groups for the S' action are of finite odd order, then IV(~) is a cohomology manifold over Z,. Now, since X bounds, it has vanishing Stiefel Whitney numbers where the classes are derived from the Wu formula and Poincart duality.
A result of Floyd [5] states that the orbit space of an action of a finite group on an ANR is again an ANR. If we apply this result to the orbit map
of 7.2 we obtain that M(p) is an ANR if X was an ANR.
Finally in the smooth case, one can obtain more. Note that rational Pontryagin classes can be defined for triangulable compact cohomology manifolds over Q (with or without boundary).
The construction is due to Rene Thorn and J. Milnor, see [6] and also [I I]. For smooth actions it is known that the orbit space is triangulable [14] . Moreover, it can be seen that the orbit map is nice enough to triangulate the mapping cylinder M(p) so that the triangulation on its boundary is compatible with a smooth triangulation of X. Consequently, for a smooth (Tk, X) action without stationary points all rational Pontryagin numbers must vanish. Moreover, if one can find a fixed point free circle subgroup for which all stability groups are of odd order, then X bounds a smooth manifold. More generally there is the result of Conner and Floyd: 7.4 where F c T' and rank T' I rank H,(X). The manifold W is also a flat manifold and F is a group containing all the stability groups. The holonomy group r also contains all of the stability groups.
